
HUMMUS
As authentic as any Middle Eastern recipe with chickpeas and 
imported tahini swirled among our unique blend of spices 

Featuring Chef ’s Line™ 
All-Natural Hummus



Our signature hummus with all-natural, fresh 
ingredients – and teeming with bold flavors – wins  
and wows as a spread, sauce or dip.

Ideal Use

Add authentic Middle Eastern hummus to 
your menu:
•	 Sandwich spread
•	 Appetizers
•	 Grab ‘n go kits 
•	 Cold pizza
•	 Pair with pita bread
•	 Tapas
•	 Vegan plates
•	 Fusion cuisine
•	 Food trucks

Product Inspiration

To enjoy hummus as authentic as ours, you’d 
have to travel to the Middle East and trek to  
a remote village. So, we’ve made it easy for 
you. Prepared from the freshest ingredients 
in small batches, our hummus  boasts the 
cleanest label around. We start with ground 
chickpeas and then add the finest imported 
tahini and a special blend of flavors and 
spices, including hints of garlic and cumin 
that are uniquely ours. It’s a taste you’ll only 
find from US Foods.

Features/Benefits

•	 Made with Distinction: authentic flavor 
and ingredients and made in small batches 
for product integrity; imported tahini from 
Jordon; no preservatives or oil extenders

•	 Performance: extended shelf life  
(180-days) due to a high-pressure  
pasteurization process

•	 Cost Savings: packed in resealable tub for 
ease of storage and reuse; no waste

A-Code Product Description Pack Size

2554244 Hummus with Imported Tahini and Chickpeas 2/4 lb. 

Food Fact

Hummus became a popular staple in American 
restaurants with the Armenian migration from 
Lebanon to Southern California and the East 
Coast after the Lebanese Civil War (1975-1990).

Ingredients Include

– Dried chickpeas

– Imported tahini (20%)

– Lemon juice

– Sea salt

– Garlic

– Cumin

Designed and created for 
chefs with high standards

For more information about Chef’s Line™  
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact  
your local US Foods representative.  06-2012 © 2012 US Foods


